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Boko  Haram:  Another  Al  Qaeda  Terrorist  Entity  Used  to  Justify  US  Military
Intervention in Nigeria

By Vanessa Beeley, December 22 2015

According to the Nigerian Government forces, a traffic infringement justifies the massacre of
over 1000 Muslims who were performing the religious ceremony of ushering in the new
month of Maulud, honouring  the birth of the Prophet Mohammed of Islam [pbuh].

When Terrorism becomes Counter-terrorism: The State Sponsors of Terrorism are
“Going After the Terrorists”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, December 22 2015

A complex network of Al Qaeda affiliated terrorist organizations overseen by US and allied
intelligence agencies has unfolded, extending across the Middle East, North Africa, sub-
Saharan Africa, Central Asia, Western China, South and South East Asia.

Video: Terrorists Use U.S. Supplied TOW Missiles against Syria Government Forces

By South Front, December 22 2015

On Dec.21, the Syrian forces advanced west of Khan Touman capturing Kalidiyah village and
several hundred meters along the Aleppo-Damascus highway. Strategically, this cuts the
terrorists’ supplies through the highway (…) this offensive has come at a heavy cost for the
SAA as Jaish al-Fateh militants have massively used the US-supplied TOW-missile against
government vehicles in the area.

In Hebron “Even the Kids have Numbers”: A Closed Military Zone Under Full Israeli
Security Control
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By Allison Deger, December 22 2015

Israeli  army  introduces  a  new system of  identification  numbers  for  the  30,000  Palestinian
residents in the city […including children].

Police Violence: US Cops Killed More People this Year than in 2014

By Tom Hall, December 22 2015

At  least  1,160 people  have been killed  by  US police  in  2015,  according to  an  online
aggregator of police killings, exceeding last year’s figure of 1,108.
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